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The history of a garden is a narrative constructed on the basis of factual 

evidence, but also shaped by shifting ideological pressures and historical 

circumstances over the long durée of its existence. The study of the 

reception or afterlife of a particular garden allows us to see how it changed 

over time, was reformulated by its visitors, and how these changes have 

influenced its subsequent interpretations.1 Despite this widely shared 

understanding, the afterlife of the Sacro Bosco at Bomarzo has received 

little critical attention, though its complex historiography was inseparably 

tied to political and social shifts in twentieth-century Italy. 

The traditional histories of the Sacro Bosco suggest that in the early 

seventeenth century this garden had fallen into disrepair and obscurity 

until it was suddenly ‘rediscovered’ after World War II. In less than a 

decade, between the late 1940s and mid-1950s, Bomarzo became the 

subject of an unprecedented amount of public and scholarly attention, 

being caught on camera and featured on screen, publicized in newspapers 

and discussed in academic journals. From 1955 onwards, it also 

prominently entered the art historical discourse. 

This article scrutinizes and corrects this picture by taking a fresh look 

both at the early twentieth-century reception and historiography of the 

Sacro Bosco and various writings and media devoted to it in post-war Italy. 

In doing so, it reveals the origins and production of dominant scholarly 

narratives that continue to influence our understanding of Bomarzo, their 

relationship with political pressures and ideological agendas of the time, 

and their long-lasting effects on the garden’s image in both popular culture 

and specialist literature. The point of departure for this analysis is the 

concept of the giardino all’italiana fostered by Mussolini’s fascist regime, 

from which I move to the discussion of contrasting interpretative 

frameworks – Surrealist art, Neorealist cinema and the notion of 

Mannerism as an ‘anti-classical’ style – mobilized in post-war Italy to 

explain this intriguing site. In addition, this article draws on previously 

unpublished evidence – such as personal photographs, films and various 

writings – that shed new light on such debated questions as the extent to 

which the Sacro Bosco was known to early twentieth-century visitors and 

its place in the history of Italian gardens and sculpture. 

By bringing together these divergent approaches, media and contexts that 

informed the afterlife of Bomarzo, this article’s aim is to launch a critical re- 

evaluation of the early historiography of this site. This task, as the following 

analysis shows, only becomes feasible if we acknowledge various, often 

poorly known, ways in which the post-war ‘rediscovery’ of the Sacro Bosco 

was intimately tied to the social and political history of twentieth-century 

Italy.2 



 

 

The ‘rediscovery’ of Bomarzo 

Historical accounts of Bomarzo are fragmentary. After its owner, Vicino 

Orsini, died in 1585, his descendants fell into severe financial difficulties. To 

clear their debts, in 1645, the Orsini sold the estate for 185 scudi to Ippolito 

Lante Montefeltro della Rovere, in whose family it remained until 1836, when 

it was sold to the Borghese.3 Ippolito’s initial intention to invest in Bomarzo is 

evident from the building work that he started on the Orsini  

former residence in the town in 1654.4 This work, however, was never 

completed; and only a year later Ippolito rented in perpetuity from Pope 

Alexander VII Giovan Francesco Gambara’s former villa at nearby Bagnaia. 

With the Lante moving to their celebrated new residence, where they would 

remain for the next few centuries, Bomarzo was left to fall into disrepair. 

In 1846, ten years after the Borghese purchased the Bomarzo estate, Luigi 

Vittori published a book on the Etruscan history of the area, in which a 

description of the Sacro Bosco appears as a short interlude. His words ‘you 

can admire a garden with many colossal sculptures’ constitute one of the first 

references to the site after 1600.5 Vittori gets the historical information 

wrong by naming Vicino’s father Giancorrado Orsini as the garden’s creator. 

But it is clear from his description that he saw the statues and admired their 

colossal size and iconography, given his references to the Fighting Giants, the 

Dragon, and the Elephant among the site’s other features.6 Nonetheless, lost 

among pages dwelling on ancient civilizations, his remarks went largely 

unnoticed by scholars of Italian art and gardens. 

The same is true of subsequent publications that mention Bomarzo. 

Gustavo Strafforello, repeating Vittori’s error, noted the existence of a 

‘garden with colossal statues and a beautiful little temple erected by Duke 

Corrado Orsini to the memory of his wife Giulia Farnese’ in his monumental 

La patria: geografia dell’Italia (1894).7 Over a decade later, the archaeologist 

Rodolfo Lanciani also mentioned the site, when he made a fleeting reference 

to the ‘eccentric’ bosco of ‘Messer Vicino’ in his Wanderings in the Roman 

Campagna published in 1909.8 Giulio Silvestrelli, in Città, castelli e terre della 

regione romana (1914), while noting how the Bomarzo estate changed hands 

over the centuries, referred to ‘numerous gigantic statues of mythological 

deities, monsters and animals, carved in large random blocks scattered here 

and there on the ground’ in the vicinity the town.9 These publications suggest 

that, contrary to what is often stated in scholarly literature, the Sacro Bosco 

was known well enough prior to the 1940s, but make it clear that it was not 

considered a site of particular artistic or garden interest. 

To be considered on its own terms – that is, in the context of other Italian 

villas and gardens – the Sacro Bosco had to wait for foreign, mostly 

Anglophone, travellers. It was US landscape architect Rose Standish Nichols 

who situated Bomarzo in the history of Italian gardens, affording two whole 

pages to it in Italian Pleasure Gardens (1928).10 Likewise, Georges Loukomski 

(1884–1952), a Russian artist living in Paris and London, provided in the 1930s 

the first known renderings of the garden since the drawings by Bartholomeus 

Breenbergh, a Dutch painter who had been resident in Rome between 1619 

and 1630.11 One of Loukomski’s drawings (ca. 1935–38) shows the Siren 

depicted in black pastel, with the Monte Casoli ridge spread across the 

background dotted with tall coniferous trees (Figure 1). Probably drawn from 

memory, Loukomski shows an impossible view, grouping disparate elements 

of the garden that in reality cannot be seen together. 

Some years later, when the Sacro Bosco was going through the period of 

its post-war ‘rediscovery’ – during which a steadily growing number of 

newspaper articles, media and scholarship promoted it to a broad public – 

Italian  



 

 

 

figure 1. George K. Loukomski, Bomarzo, c. 1935–38. Pastel on coloured paper, 63 × 

48 cm, part of the series ‘Les Statues et les Fontaines de Soriano nel Cimino, de 
Bomarzo et de la Villa Farnese a Caprarola’. Photo: Bonhams. Courtesy of the family 

of the artist. 

art critics were quick to note this discrepancy between the foreign and 

domestic knowledge of the site. Mario Praz, an Italian art critic and 

professor of English literature, was one of the first writers to promote 

Bomarzo to the Italian audience. In an article for the Roman daily 

newspaper II Tempo (17 November 1949), he wrote that when he had asked 

a local ‘if there happened to be many visitors’ to the site, the answer was: 

‘[There are] Americans and Canadians every day’.12 Unlike these tourists, 

Praz admitted that he ‘did not suspect the existence of Bomarzo any more 

than the vast majority of my countrymen until the day I spoke to a Russian 

painter’, referring to Andrei Beloborodoff or Beloborodov, an architect and 

artist from St. Petersburg who moved to Rome in 1934.13 

Guido Piovene, a journalist who had been involved in the anti-fascist 

movement in Italy, expressed a similar sentiment in the newspaper La 

Stampa in 1953. ‘If one talks about Bomarzo today’, he wrote, ‘one often 

has this answer: I heard of it from an English lady who was enthusiastic 

about it’.14 Yet, he continued, ‘at home, as I have already said, it does not 

seem to have entered among our official values (valori ufficiali) yet’.15 

Piovene’s use of the expression valori ufficiali is significant. The first half of 

the twentieth century saw such ‘official values’ associated with the giardino 

all’italiana (‘Italian garden’), the concept that became dominant in public 

and academic contexts and could not easily accommodate Bomarzo. New 

evidence presented in this article shows that, rather than being unfamiliar 

to the proponents of the valori ufficiali of Italian artistic history, the Sacro 

Bosco was much more widely known prior to its post-war ‘rediscovery’ than 

has been acknowledged previously. In fact, a case can be made for what I 

would describe as the ‘active exclusion’ of Vicino’s creation from the 

politically motivated canon of Italian garden history. 

The giardino all’italiana 

Recent scholarly literature has established that a key agenda of Mussolini’s 

government in the 1920s and 1930s was to create a unified Italian identity 

via a shared cultural heritage, and that part of this nationalizing mission 

involved postulating the ‘Italian garden’ as a distinct style.16 Appropriated 

from Anglo- American authors such as Edith Wharton and Vernon Lee, who 

had visited Italy and sought an aesthetic opposite to the ‘successive 

pictures of flower- loveliness’ fashionable in the cottage-style gardens of 

Britain, this concept – which became known as the giardino all’italiana – 

referred to an architecturally defined space, classically inspired and 

geometrically ordered, reduced to evergreen plants, water and 

stonework.17 

Two major proponents of this garden narrative were the Italian scholar 

Luigi Dami and the art critic and journalist Ugo Ojetti, both associated with 

the fascist regime. Dami published Il giardino italiano in 1924, the first major 

Italian book on the subject, in which he argued that the Italian garden was 

epitomized by what he understood as the style that emerged in the 

Cinquecento. ‘The word Italian in this book’, Dami stated, ‘is used as referring 

to a style and not a geographical space … [it is constituted by] various forms, 



 

 

which have taken definite shape in Florence and Rome, from the fifteenth to 

the sixteenth century’.18 In this manner, the earlier idea of a distinct Italian 

garden type – originating at the end of the eighteenth century primarily as a 

horticultural concept and referring to shared habitat, botanical resources and 

weather conditions – was redefined according to artistic goals and a 

classically orientated interpretation of the Renaissance.19 The opinions of 

Wharton and Lee were absorbed into this narrative, which, informed by 

fascist ideology, became the basis for the valori ufficiali of the ‘national’ 

garden style that ironed out Italy’s regional differences. In Dami’s words, this 

‘Italian garden’ culminated in a formal and symbolically stable space that was 

the ‘outcome of a keen mind and of a deliberate will’, where ‘everything is 

definite, divided [and] well-balanced’.20 In the Italian garden, Dami stressed, 

there was no room for sentimentality, even ‘the sky is cut into zones’ by green 

architecture.21 

Closely aligned with Dami’s line of thought, Ugo Ojetti was one of the 

signatories of the Manifesto degli intellettuali fascisti in 1925, a document 

that formally defined the cultural aspirations of Italian fascism. In 1931, he 

headed the organizational committee for the Mostra del giardino italiano in 

Florence: a colossal, widely publicized and government-funded exhibition 

held in the Palazzo Vecchio, which presented the idea of the national garden 

to a broad and diverse audience. In the opening essay of the exhibition’s 

catalogue, Ojetti described this garden style in terms that paid heed to Dami’s 

earlier publication. The Italian garden, Ojetti stated, is strictly ‘symmetrical 

and architectonic’, notable for its ‘restrained beauty and regulated variety in 

nature  



 

 

made tame and obedient and laid out in precise designs’.22 Echoing Dami’s 

reference to a ‘keen mind’, Ojetti asserted that the Italian garden is a 

‘garden of intelligence’ that expresses ‘the constant, orderly and visible 

dominion of man over nature’.23 

It has generally been assumed that, since the Sacro Bosco was largely 

unknown to scholarship prior to the mid-twentieth century, it was also 

unfamiliar to Italian scholars such as Dami and Ojetti. This, however, was not 

the case. Although Dami made no reference to Bomarzo in the text of his 

publication, turning the pages of the densely packed appendix to his book 

one finds an unexpected photograph of the garden’s Tempietto (Figure 2). 

Previously overlooked, the inclusion of this image has deep implications for 

understanding the Sacro Bosco’s afterlife. If Dami knew of the site, so, 

presumably, did Ojetti. Dami’s publication was a key text for the 1931 

exhibition; in fact, a copy of it was available for consultation by visitors in 

Room 24.24 

Since Dami’s text made no further references to the Sacro Bosco, the 

photograph of the Tempietto in the appendix remains unexplained. 

Likewise, it is not clear how Dami came to know about Bomarzo, though it 

seems unlikely that he would have overlooked previous accounts of this 

area, such as those by Vittori, Strafforello and Lanciani. Nor do we know who 

photographed this building for the publication. There are conspicuously no 

images of Bomarzo in the archive of the Alinari firm, established in 1852, 

which became the preeminent commercial photography company in Italy. 

This omission runs contrary to the fact that the Alinari had invested 

substantial resources into producing vast photographic collections of Italian 

art, including those of sculpture and national heritage sites. They captured, 

for example, the Villa Lante in Bagnaia from as early as 1890 and the 

Papacqua Fountain in nearby Soriano nel Cimino from about 1900–10.25 

The Tempietto, however, is the Sacro Bosco’s most classical feature: a 

peripteral temple, it has a tetrastyle portico with a vaulted ceiling and a 

dome to the rear. More than any other structure at Bomarzo, it accords with 

the notion of the giardino all’italiana and, unlike the garden’s sculptures, 

complies with Dami’s stylistic argument. Such tempietti were mentioned 

briefly in his discussion of the principles of ‘Italian’ garden design, being 



 

 

positioned alongside fountains and other architectural features as an 

appropriate way to mark the end of a vista.26 The photograph’s caption, 

moreover, attributes the Tempietto at Bomarzo to Vignola, suggesting that 

Dami  



 

 

 



 

 

figure 2. Figure CXXXIV from Luigi Dami, Il giardino italiano (Milan: Bestetti & 

Tumminelli, 1924). 

thought this building was possibly designed by the famous architect 

associated with the celebrated Villa Lante at Bagnaia and the Villa Farnese 

at Caprarola, a good enough reason to include this structure in the 

appendix. In his book, Dami notes that around 1550 Vignola was a popular 

choice of architect for villas and gardens in and around Rome.27 Garden 

structures or follies analogous to the Tempietto were also among a few 

features that Ojetti thought justified in eighteenth- or nineteenth-century 

‘Romantic’ gardens, which he pitted as the antithesis to the ‘Italian’ style.28 

The reason, Ojetti explained, was because these ‘little round or octagonal 

classical temples’ expressed ‘regret for the forgotten architecture’ of the 

Italian giardino.29 

Significantly, in the image caption accompanying the photograph of the 

Tempietto, Dami makes a reference to what he calls the giardino Orsini, 

revealing his knowledge of the structure’s larger setting, which, however, 

he does not discuss in his publication. Indeed, the physical proximity of the 

garden’s sculptures to the Tempietto means that they could not have been 

missed by a visitor to Bomarzo. It would seem, therefore, that while this 

classical structure with Vignola as its presumed architect was deemed 

appropriate for a publication that sought to define the ‘Italian’ style of 

garden design, the rest of the Sacro Bosco – with its rough volcanic stone, 

Etruscan references and unusually monstrous subject matter – was not. 

The aim of the Mostra del giardino italiano, like Dami’s book, was to distil 

the canon of sites and works representing the singular national garden 

tradition that aligned with Italian fascist ideology. As Ojetti stated in the 

catalogue’s introduction, ‘ … this exhibition is intended to restore to its 

place of honour an art not only peculiarly ours, but one, which after having 

conquered the world, seems overshadowed by other fashions or hidden 

under foreign names’.30 The exhibition’s politically motivated emphasis on 

‘national’ characteristics meant downplaying or erasing the regional 

differences found across Italian garden history and excluding ‘non-

representative’ sites, despite the fact that it featured as many as almost 

4000 objects displayed in fifty-three rooms. In the catalogue, Ojetti wrote 

of how ‘the sheer quantity of documents, paintings, drawings, prints, views, 

plans and models meant that in the end we had to choose and abandon 

many’.31 On the one hand, these acts of exclusion asserted the weight of 

evidence behind the display, but, on the other, Ojetti’s admission reveals 

the practice of selection and, significantly, omission on which the exhibition 

was based. 

To compile the research for the exhibition, regional committees were 

established to produce detailed inventories of gardens for each of the 

country’s regions.32 Archival documents brought to light by Raffaella Fabiani 

Giannetto make it clear that these groups were instructed to prioritize sites 

that fitted the ‘national’ style, regardless of the wealth of other garden 

traditions of Italy.33 To Francesco Fichera, a disgruntled member of the Sicilian 

committee, this meant that the heterogeneous character of the island’s 

gardens was rejected, with some of the key sites ignored. ‘How will Sicily 

participate in the garden exhibition’, he asked, ‘where the norm will be 

architectonic Italian gardens? … Were this not the definition, three-quarters 

of Sicily could be represented’.34 Fichera’s objections make it clear that Ojetti, 

the exhibition’s organizers and, often reluctantly, the regional committees, 

passed over and omitted gardens that displayed stylistic approaches different 

from the one that they were supposed to promote. By including gardens such 

as the Sacro Bosco that displayed regional characteristics (such as the use of 

local volcanic stone), idiosyncrasies and potentially subversive aesthetics, 

they would have deviated from this principle, calling into question the 

coherence of the exhibition’s political narrative. 

A ‘visual historiography’ 

If the presence of the image of the Tempietto in Dami’s publication prompts 

us to rethink the early twentieth-century history of the Sacro Bosco, so, too, 

do other previously unpublished photographs of Bomarzo that I uncovered in 

the archives of Rome. These photographs, which constitute the site’s ‘visual 

historiography’, were not meant to document it for the purposes of art 

history.35 Instead, they were part of personal photographic collections, 



 

 

offering further evidence that there were many who knew of the Sacro Bosco 

and visited it despite its remote location, which – away from the major 

autostrada route between Rome and Florence, 10 miles from Viterbo and 12 

miles from Orte – is difficult to reach even today. Indeed, these photographs 

corroborate the words of Rose Standish  

Nichols, who described Bomarzo in 1928 as ‘always accessible’.36 

Primarily taken by the Americans and British resident in Rome, these 

photographs strengthen the impression that the Sacro Bosco was regarded 

by the Anglophone expatriate community as both a familiar and intriguing 

site. This community included Isabel Fanny Louise Porges, who, born in 

London in 1879, was the wife of Marco Borghese, the duke of Bomarzo, and 

thus a member of the Borghese family that owned the Sacro Bosco. Isabel’s 

youngest son Giovanni (1911–1983), in an article published in Harper’s 

Magazine in 1964, described growing up at the estate and credited his 

mother with bringing ‘attention to the gardens after so long a time’, saying 

that ‘she had them cleared of moss and under bush and the debris of 

centuries’.37 While the extent of Isabel’s involvement in uncovering and 

publicizing the Sacro Bosco is hard to assess, it is reasonable to assume that 

her English background at the very least would have played a part in 

attracting Anglophone visitors, who formed the group that mainly 

documented the garden during the first half of the twentieth century. 

Some of the earliest photographs that I discovered in the collection of the 

American Academy in Rome were taken by two of its fellows: the landscape 

architect Norman T. Newton, who held the Rome Prize between 1923 and 

1926, and Richard K. Webel, who trained at Harvard and visited Bomarzo in 

March 1927. In both instances, their personal photographs of Bomarzo were 

taken as part of their research projects on Italian gardens in and around 

Rome. Indeed even Ojetti, in his introduction to the 1931 catalogue, noted 

the positive role that the American Academy fellows played in developing the 

study of Italian gardens, particularly in providing detailed plans of the major 

villas.38 Among Newton’s ninety-three photographs are three black-and- 

white images of the Sacro Bosco, which show the Mouth of Hell, the 

Tempietto and the hulking mass of the Elephant surrounded by low dense 

foliage (Figure 3).39 In addition to these three features, Webel also captured 

the Fighting Giants (Figure 4), the Dragon, the sculpture usually referred to 

as Ceres and another rarely photographed figure, the female nude in an 

alcove on the garden’s lower level (Figure 5).40 

Various sculptures shown in these photographs, which range from wide- 

angle shots to close-ups, evidence how close a visitor could get to the figures 

of the Sacro Bosco having braved the journey to Alto Lazio. In one of Webel’s 

images, the site is even inhabited. Two small boys perch on top of the Dragon; 

wearing flat caps, fitted dark jackets and small leather boots,  

 

figure 3. Norman T. Newton, ‘Villa Orsini (Bomarzo, Italy)’ (Elephant), c. 1923–26. 
Black and white photographic print, 8 × 12 cm. American Academy in Rome, 

Photographic Archive. 

they look directly into the camera (Figure 6). The statues in these images are 

overgrown – vines creep over the rough surface of the Mouth of Hell (Figure 

7) – but they are not situated in a bosco or woodland. The ground around 

many of them is completely cleared, with the bright Lazian sky above (Figure 

8). Without the cover of trees, the colossal sculptures would have been 



 

 

visible from the town above and the steep hill ridges that surround the 

valley, as indicated by a photograph by John Bryan Ward- Perkins, Director 

of the British School at Rome in 1945–1974 (Figure 9).41 Looking out from 

the Monte Casoli ridge pockmarked by Etruscan caverns towards the town 

of Bomarzo, the sculptures of the Sacro Bosco are clearly visible in the bare 

inclines of the valley, with the open maw of the Mouth of Hell looming as a 

black orifice in the landscape. These photographs suggest that one could not 

miss Orsini’s garden if visiting the town, let alone fail to see the monstrous 

statuary if photographing the Tempietto. 



 

 

Newton’s garden visits and research provided the basis for A Guide to 

Villas and Gardens in Italy, published by the American Academy in 1938. In 

this concise book, the Sacro Bosco, named ‘Palazzo Orsini or Borghese’, 

featured only briefly; but it certainly placed the site on the map of Italian 

garden history and provided another means for the English-speaking 

audience to learn about its existence.42 It is significant that the Guide refers 

to the Sacro Bosco as a ‘park’, the entry expressly stating that there is ‘no 

garden’ associated with the town and Orsini castle.43 The term ‘park’ or 

parco can also be found in many of the texts and films on Bomarzo from the 

early and mid-twentieth century. It positions the site more as a public 

recreational space as compared to a giardino or heritage site: an 

amusement park is a parco divertimenti, a zoo is a parco zoologico.44 Indeed, 

the Italian author Ezio Bacino in 1953 described the Sacro Bosco as ‘a huge 

petrified zoo’, while today the site is marketed as the Parco dei Mostri.45 The 

choice of the word parco is another expression of the uncertain status of 

Bomarzo in relation to the twentieth-century notion of the giardino 

all’italiana. 

Newton’s and Webel’s photographs from the 1920s and the English- 

language Guide of 1938 would have been primarily accessible to a non- 

Italian audience. It was Loukomski, the Russian artist resident in Rome and 

author of sketches of the Sacro Bosco (see Figure 1), who in 1935 went on 

to publish an article in Italian entitled ‘Ville meno conosciute del Vignola nei 

dintorni di Roma’. It was illustrated with photographs including several of 

the Sacro Bosco (Figure 10), in which he briefly described what he called 

‘l’antica residenza degli Orsini’ and ‘uno strano giardino’ at Bomarzo, as well 

as the  

Villa Chigi at Albani and the Madruzzo estate at Soriano nel Cimino.46 

Loukomski’s article is particularly significant as it appeared in the 

November issue of Le vie d’Italia, the monthly journal published by the 

Touring Club Italiano (TCI), one of Italy’s first major tourist companies 

geared towards the Italian audience. Founded in 1894 by a group of cyclists, 

the TCI represented an Italian appropriation and democratization of the 

Grand Tour tradition for a domestic user, publishing affordable Italian 

guidebooks and maps of Italy.47  



 

 

By the 1930s, the Club had 500 000 members, and the issue of Le vie d’Italia  

 

figure 4. Richard K. Webel, ‘Villa Orsini (Bomarzo, Italy)’ (Fighting Giants), 1927. 

Black and white photographic print, 8 × 12 cm. American Academy in Rome, 
Photographic Archive. 



 

 

with Loukomski’s article had a print run of 180 000 copies, making it one of 



 

 

the most widely distributed magazines in Italy at the time. That same year, 

moreover, the TCI published its first guide to Lazio without illustrations 

except for topographical maps, in which the Sacro Bosco also featured 

briefly.48 One of the photographs accompanying Loukomski’s text was 

reused, in a cropped form, to illustrate the Sacro Bosco in the Club’s large 

photographic book on Lazio published eight years later in 1943 (the eleventh 

volume in the TCI series Attraverso l’Italia: illustrazione delle regioni 

italiane).49 

The Sacro Bosco does not feature prominently in any of these books, 

neither in terms of illustrations nor text. Yet the very fact that it was included 

in the TCI publications as early as the 1930s and 1940s had significant 

implications for disseminating knowledge of the Sacro Bosco among the 

Italian public invested in exploring the country’s natural and artistic 

treasures. While aiming for factual accuracy, the TCI catered primarily for a 

popular rather than scholarly audience, which perhaps explains the inclusion 

of Bomarzo as an intriguing rather than historically significant site. 

The photographs by Milton Gendel, another American resident in Rome, 

add to this increasingly familiar image of Bomarzo. Part of his personal 

archive, these negatives document a trip that Gendel took to the Sacro Bosco 

in 1950 with Margaret Koons – a Fulbright Fellow in Art History at the 

American Academy in 1950–1951 – and her husband Howard Black.50 Around 

half of the photographs show Koons and Black with the statues, which they 

seem to treat as curious artistic objects (Figure 11). The other half, however, 

tell a different story. Stepping back to capture wider views, Gendel records 

the Sacro Bosco as actively in agricultural use. In one of these photographs, a 

man, leaning over in front of the Fighting Giants, turns the earth with a hoe; 

in another, workers rake the soil into ridges with the Mouth of Hell behind 

them (Figure 12). 

These farmers, with their tools and crops, signal an erased, agricultural, 

part of the history of Bomarzo, recalling the manual workers who are 

frequently removed from landscape histories, raising important issues of 

labour and class.51 The presence of farmers also signals the gradual erasure 

of the original  



 

 

figure 5. Richard K. Webel, ‘Villa Orsini (Bomarzo, Italy)’ (Fountain with Female Nude, 

possibly Nymph), 1927. Black and white photographic print, 8 × 12 cm. American 

Academy in Rome, Photographic Archive. 

land surface, paths and plantings in the Sacro Bosco. Agriculture is 

particularly aggressive when it comes to altering landscapes: the ground is 

flattened, soil upturned, natural species and habitats uprooted. These 

images serve as reminders that the current site is almost entirely made up 

of flora planted after 1950, and we need to be fully aware of such 

interventions when interpreting the garden as we see it today. 

Ignored by scholars who were guided by the idea of the giardino 

all’italiana, the Sacro Bosco was thus actively appropriated for agricultural 

use by local inhabitants as well as explored by Italian and foreign visitors 

through the early twentieth century. As we now move to consider its 

moment of ‘rediscovery’, we must bear in mind that, after World War II, the 

idea of the ‘Italian garden’ developed during the fascist period may have lost 

its political motivation, but little of its ubiquity and appeal. If anything, it 

fossilized into what became the Italian tradition of garden scholarship. As a 

result, when Italian journalists, filmmakers and photographers visited 

Bomarzo after World War II, they still confronted a site that did not align 

with their idea of what an Italian Renaissance garden should look like. What 

is so fascinating about the articles, images and films that they produced is 

the variety of contrasting ways in which they tried to rationalize the Sacro 

Bosco. For, rather than attempting to broaden the understanding of the 

Italian national garden tradition to include this idiosyncratic site, they 

position Vicino’s wood as a complete outlier, whether exotic or avant-garde. 

‘Impressions so alien’ 

For its twentieth-century visitors, Bomarzo was so unlike the accepted 

canonical idea of a sixteenth-century garden that they even struggled to 

place it chronologically. Postcards printed for the local municipality date the 

Sacro Bosco to the fifteenth century (Figure 13), while a newsreel broadcast 

in 1948 described it as Baroque.52 In line with this confusion, in 1949, Mario  



 

 

 



 

 

figure 6. Richard K. Webel, ‘Villa Orsini (Bomarzo, Italy)’ (Dragon), 1927. 



 

 

Black and white photographic print, 8 × 12 cm. American Academy in Rome, 

Photographic Archive. figure 8. Richard K. Webel, ‘Villa Orsini (Bomarzo, Italy)’ 

(Ceres and the top of the Leaning House), 1927. Black and white photographic print, 
8 × 12 cm. American Academy in Rome, Photographic Archive. 

Praz – a leading Italian art critic and literary scholar who was one of the 

earliest post-war authors to write about Bomarzo – expressed his 

astonishment at finding a place with ‘impressions so alien to Italian art’.53 A 

friend of Vernon Lee’s – whose ideas on the architectonic Italian garden had 

been appropriated by Dami and Ojetti – Praz wrote that until seeing Bomarzo 

he did not think that there were any exceptions to the Italian landscape 

design tradition. Yet at Bomarzo he found ‘a place with a mass of bizarre and 

monstrous sculptures scattered among weeds and brambles, without 

apparent order, suggesting at certain angles the religions and influences from 

India and China’.54 



 

 

figure 7. Richard K. Webel, ‘Villa Orsini (Bomarzo, Italy)’ (Mouth of Hell), 1927. Black 
and white photographic print, 8 × 12 cm. American Academy in Rome, Photographic 

Archive. 
figure 9. John Bryan Ward-Perkins, Bomarzo, c. 1954. Black and white silver gelatin 

print glued on card, 11 × 15 cm, part of his ‘South Etruria Survey’. British School at 
Rome Digital Collections. 

By associating the Sacro Bosco with these two foreign cultures, Praz 

explained away its strange imagery by bringing up parallels from far beyond 

the borders of Italy. He likened the Dragon to ‘those of a famous roof of 

Hong Kong or that of gilded bronze (T’ang dynasty) that can be seen today 

at the Fogg Museum in Cambridge’. Presumably, he referred to the only 

complete gilt bronze dragon held in the Harvard Art Collection bequeathed 

to it by Grenville L. Winthrop in 1943 as the ‘Tang-style Striding Dragon’ 

(Figure 14).55 Ezio Bacino, in Italia, oro e cenere (1953), similarly noted the 

‘exotic’ character of Bomarzo. The Sacro Bosco, he wrote, had the ‘flavour 

of a temple ruin, a Buddhist sanctuary reconquered by tropical forest’.56 

That Praz and Bacino would choose such analogies rather than 

prototypes closer to home reflected in part the post-war fascination with 

Eastern cultures, which was linked to the emerging Cold War politics and 

Italy’s reintegration into international cultural networks. These  



 

 

 

figure 10. ‘Villa Orsini a Bomarzo’ (Tempietto and Monumental Vase), c. 1910–1935. 

Black and white photographic prints glued on card. Touring Club Italiano/Alinari 

Archives Management. Both of these photographs were used to illustrate Loukomski’s 

article ‘Ville meno conosciute del Vignola nei dintorni di Roma’ in Le Vie d’Italia, 
November 1935, pp. 837–842. 

parallels, however, also speak to how Bomarzo challenged the received 

notion of the giardino all’italiana, which was understood as a distinctly 

national style devoid of foreign references. In fact, Praz could barely bring 

himself to call the Sacro Bosco a garden, at one point referring to it as the ‘so-

called garden’ (cosidetto giardino).57 In this way, both Praz and Bacino, 

similarly to Dami and Ojetti previously, continued to position Bomarzo 

outside the predominant Italian garden narrative, showing that they still 

lacked a clear interpretative framework for understanding this site. 



 

 

figure 11. Milton Gendel, ‘Bomarzo’ (Margaret Koons in front of the Fighting 

Giants), 1950. From black and white photographic negative, 6 × 6 cm. Fondazione 

Primoli, Rome. figure 12. Milton Gendel, ‘Bomarzo’ (Farmers at work in front of the 

Elephant and the Mouth of Hell), 1950. From black and white photographic negative, 

6 × 6 cm. Fondazione Primoli, Rome. 

‘Nel mondo del surreale’ 

It was the avant-garde art movement, Surrealism, that provided one of the 

most dominant points of reference for describing and understanding 

Bomarzo after World War II. This connection originated with one of the first 

known films to promote the Sacro Bosco: a newsreel (cinegiornale) broadcast 

on 10 November 1948 called Nel mondo del surreale: Salvador Dalí nel 

‘giardino dei mostri’ (‘In the world of the surreal: Salvador Dalí in the garden 

of monsters’).58 In fact, the artist’s visit to Bomarzo marked the emergence of 

a lasting frame of reference for the interpretation of the Sacro Bosco, which 

scholars up to that point had failed to produce. 

Part of the weekly program La Settimana INCOM, the cinegiornale 

featuring Dalí was 1 minute and 28 seconds long. It showed the famous artist  



 

 

 

figure 13. Early twentieth-century postcard of the Sacro Bosco: ‘Bomarzo – Ruderi 

dell’antica Villa Orsini, ora Sen. Meraviglia (1400)’, c. 1930. Photographic 

reproduction on card, 9 × 14 cm. Edit. Fosci Romeo e Battistelli Giuseppina. 
Alterocca, Terni. 

clambering on the statues of the Sacro Bosco to the sound of orchestral 

music: climbing up the Ceres statue to look into its impassive face (Figure 

15), holding out what looks like a conductor’s stick on top of the giant stone 

Elephant, and crouching by a candle in the gaping Mouth of Hell (Figure 16). 

Devoid of other protagonists and moving quickly from one part of the 

garden to another, the film presents the site solely through the workings of 

the Surrealist artist’s mind. At one point the narrator even states: ‘when he 

arrives, on the edge between grace and delirium, everything [in the garden] 

corresponds to the style of Dalí’.59 

In contrast to the aesthetics of control and equilibrium that defined the 

giardino all’italiana, Dalí described his work in 1935 as giving ‘objective 

value on the plane of the real to the delirious unknown world of our 

irrational experiences’.60 This emphasis on the irrational – the very idea that 

had led to Surrealism coming under fire in fascist publications – is what the 

newsreel proposed as the lens through which to view Bomarzo.61 The 

closing scene  

 

figure 14. ‘Tang-style Striding Dragon’, late 19th or early 20th century. Gilt bronze, 
16.9 × 40.2 × 7 cm. Harvard Art Museums/Arthur M. Sackler Museum, Bequest of 

Grenville L. Winthrop, 1943.53.113. Imaging Department © President and Fellows of 
Harvard College. Until 2003, this figure, bequeathed to the museum in 1943, was 

thought to be an original Tang- dynasty work. 

makes this point in a particularly striking manner. Dalí approaches the 

Tempietto, walks up its central steps and bends down to pick up a white cat. 

Carrying the feline in his arms, he turns his back to the camera and walks 

through the temple’s columns. As the camera follows into the darkness, the 

narrator likens this experience to passing into the ‘shadows of the 



 

 

unconscious’, the screen then filling with images of Dalí and his Surrealist 

art.62 From a single building of the Sacro Bosco that, to Dami, had represented 

rationality and order, the Tempietto was thus transformed into a portal to 

the least controlled part of the human psyche. 

figure 15. Screenshot from Nel mondo del surreale: Salvador Dalí nel ‘giardino dei 

mostri’, La Settimana INCOM, no.00209, directed by Sandro Pallavicini, INCOM, 10 

November 1948. 
figure 16. Screenshot from Nel mondo del surreale: Salvador Dalí nel ‘giardino dei 
mostri’, La Settimana INCOM, no.00209, directed by Sandro Pallavicini, INCOM, 10 

November 1948. 

This is not to suggest that the newsreel was intentionally trying to 

challenge the idea of the giardino all’italiana or, more broadly, respond to 

specific issues that concerned art history. More than reframing the Sacro 

Bosco according to the principles of Surrealism, we see screenwriters and 

filmmakers searching for a new language to describe what they found there. 

By offering a key for understanding Bomarzo, Surrealism allowed post-war 

Italy to see this site anew and in a manner that was both distanced from the 

concept of the giardino all’italiana and reflected the country’s new political 

and social realities. These changed circumstances warranted the newsreel’s 

attempt to relate the Sacro Bosco to a global art movement. 

Ironically, by 1948, Surrealism was hardly in its prime. That same year, the 

art historian R. O. Dunlop wrote that it had ‘more or less worked itself out 

into vacuity’, while, in 1950, Wallace Fowlie would note that its name 

‘already designates a historical period’.63 As far as the Italian audience was 

concerned, however, connecting Bomarzo with Dalí presented two distinct 

opportunities. It allowed the artist to confer his fame upon the site and, at 

the same time, connected the garden to an art movement that was seen as 

a distinctly ‘international phenomenon’.64 Devastated by World War II, Italy 

was actively invested in building its new image as an outward-looking society 

and culture. Two-thirds of its industrial capacity and almost 80% of 

infrastructure were in need of replacement or repair, the dire situation 

exacerbated by harsh winters that resulted in drastic food shortages.65 As 

Italian poet and essayist Giacomo Noventa wrote at the time, ‘No one has 

seen the Rainbow appear … is the Flood really over?’66 It would take ten 

more years before the country’s ‘economic miracle’. To recover, Italy relied 

on the financial support of the US, and it was this relationship with the 

superpower that would ultimately define its mode of integration into the 

new global order.67 

A poster designed by Gian Rossetti for the 1948 Venice Biennale – the first 

held since the war and Mussolini’s death – makes this new international self- 

image of Italy explicitly clear. It shows the white dove of peace wearing a 



 

 

ribbon of world flags around its neck. The Biennale’s director, Giovanni 

Ponti, emphasized the importance of this event as a symbol of the country’s  



 

 

post-war artistic openness. ‘Art invites all mankind beyond national 

frontiers’, he wrote in the catalogue’s preface, and ‘in this 1948 (the 

glorious, historical centenary of our political reawakening and civil revival), 

humanity, still dazed by anguish and torments it suffered, receives an 

invitation from this assembly of artists from every part of the world’.68 The 

reframing of Bomarzo in a Surrealist key was a response to this post-war 

political and social context. If the proponents of the national giardino 

all’italiana had sought to exclude the very possibility of foreign influences, 

Dalí’s interest in the Sacro Bosco stressed the international relevance and 

appeal of the country’s artistic heritage, while also suggesting that Italy had 

all along been part of the avant-garde scene. 

The newsreel’s very creation was tied to US geopolitical strategies. 

Hoping to check the rise of Communism and the Soviet power, the US 

directly invested in promoting Italy’s democratic, capitalist and global 

outlook. When the Christian Democratic Party led by Alcide De Gasperi won 

the national elections on  

18 April 1948, it was with the aid of 10 million dollars of covert US support.69 

Through the European Recovery Program commonly known as the Marshall 

Plan, the US also funded the production of thousands of Italian films and 

news programs that promulgated their agenda.70 La Settimana INCOM was 

one such program. Distinctly oriented in favour of the Christian Democratic 

Party, the production company INCOM (Industria Corti Metraggi Milano) 

received most of its commissions from US funding agencies and the De 

Gasperi administration (1945–1953).71 

In light of these agendas, it is revealing that the newsreel stressed Dalí’s 

connections with the US. The viewer is told that he left the US – where he 

lived for eight years to escape the war – as soon as he heard about Bomarzo 

(although, by July 1948, the artist had already returned to his Spanish home 

in Port Lligat).72 Moreover, the newsreel was broadcast in November, while 

Italian newspapers reported Dalí’s presence in Italy both in October for the 

Biennale and in November for the production of Shakespeare’s As You Like 

It, directed by Luchino Visconti, for which he created the set design.73 The 

emphasis on the artist’s Transatlantic crossing is therefore to remind the 

viewer of his international fame, revealing the political mechanisms at play 

behind INCOM’s choice of subject matter. Indeed, only 15 days after the La 

Settimana feature, another newsreel was broadcast, this time in the US, 

called ‘Salvador Dalí visits Italy!’ as part of Warner-Pathé’s People in the 

News. It used exactly the same footage as the Italian cinegiornale, 

describing the Sacro Bosco as a ‘typically Surrealist setting’.74 

The exact means by which Dalí came to be filmed in Bomarzo is unknown. 

In 1955, Giuseppe Zander related that the artist had learned about this site 

via the Swiss writer resident in Rome, Maurice Yves Sandoz, many of whose 

publications Dalí illustrated.75 Sandoz was part of the same expatriate circles 

as Andrei Beloborodov, the Russian painter whom Praz credited with telling 

him about the Sacro Bosco. Both shared an interest in the surreal and the 

metaphysical. Sandoz’s literature explored the strangeness of dreams; 

Belobodoroff painted ruined architecture in flooded landscapes that drew 

inspiration from the work of Giorgio de Chirico.76 

It is worth pausing here to note that although Dalí had been accused of 

fascist sympathies with Franco’s Spain (1936–1975), a regime supported by 

Mussolini, this fact did not seem to have compromised his appearance in the 

newsreel, highlighting the complexities of Italian cultural politics of the 

time.77 While officially the country sought to suppress the memory of its 

fascist past – an era described by some as ‘a twenty-year parenthesis in our 

history’ – others acknowledged the falsity behind such sentiments.78 ‘Fascism 

was not a simple parenthesis in our history, which, upon closing, allows us 

again to take up the rhythm of life that was broken’, stated Eugenio Artom, a 

member of the Italian Liberal Party, in a newspaper article in 1945.79 In reality, 

many fascist public figures, structures and institutions remained in place after 

the war. Notably, INCOM had produced content during Mussolini’s regime, 

and the narrator of the Dalí newsreel, Guido Notari, had voiced the 

company’s fascist material (much to the disgust of the Italian film director 

Michelangelo Antonioni, discussed below).80 When Italians watched Dalí in 

the Sacro Bosco, did they see a figure associated with the ideology they were 

trying to erase from memory or an internationally acclaimed artist paying 

heed to a historic Italian garden? The latter would, almost certainly, have 

been the newsreel’s intended message. The murky nature of Dalí’s political 

views, however, highlights the tension that existed in Italy between the 



 

 

obvious continuities with the past and the country’s new projected self- 

image promoted in the course of its post-war rebuilding. 

Dalí’s presence at the Sacro Bosco had lasting repercussions. In 1948, it was 

obligatory for Italian cinemas to show a news program before the screening 

of every feature film, and the country had the highest number of cinemas in 

Europe: 11641 as compared to 5806 in France and 6885 in Germany.81 After 

the newsreel was broadcast, articles, films and photographs of the Sacro 

Bosco appeared at a steady and increasing rate. Other artists associated with 

Surrealism paid visits to the site: Brassaï, a friend of Dalí’s, for example, made 

a photo essay for Harper’s Bazaar.82 The French author of fantastic literature, 

André Pieyre de Mandiargues, published an illustrated text in 1957, in which 

he presented the Sacro Bosco as a physical manifestation of ‘cruel eroticism’ 

and a ‘disturbance of the senses’.83 The artist Niki de Saint Phalle’s visit to 

Bomarzo would ultimately feed into the creation of her Tarot Garden begun 

in 1979.84 Dalí, in the meantime, became synonymous with the Sacro Bosco’s 

‘discovery’, and the assertion of the site’s Surrealist character became 

embedded even in the academic discourse.85 The architecture students who 

surveyed the bosco for the issue of Quaderni dell’Instituto di Storia 

dell’Architettura published in 1955 recounted ‘a Surrealist scene’, and Marie 

Noble Kelly described the garden as ‘a surrealist dream’ in 1958.86 The use of 

such language continues to resonate throughout the historiography of the 

Sacro Bosco.87 

‘Ecco bravo Polimartium!’ 

Two years after the newsreel was broadcast, another short film was created 

about the Sacro Bosco, this time by the Italian director Michelangelo 

Antonioni. Dated 1950 and titled La villa dei mostri, this documentary takes a 

contrasting approach to the earlier newsreel, focusing instead of the 

international celebrity of Dalí on the regional and everyday contexts of 

Bomarzo.88 Trying to capture the genius loci of the site by situating it in the 

life and culture of Alto Lazio, Antonioni’s film marks the emergence of a 

concurrent interpretative framework for the understanding of the Sacro 

Bosco still perpetuated by current scholarship. 

Very little is known about this film’s creation, but its length of 9 minutes 

and 39 seconds with French and German subtitles suggest that it was 

contracted by a government or international agency. Such shorts were 

commissioned in the thousands after the war to be played before the start of 

a feature film either in Italy or abroad.89 That the Sacro Bosco was chosen as 

a subject for such a film suggests it was by this point considered a site worth 

promoting overseas as part of Italy’s marketable heritage. 

What is immediately striking about La villa dei mostri is its focus upon the 

setting and inhabitants of Bomarzo. Beginning with a long-distance shot of 

the countryside, the camera moves across the landscape before pausing on 

the medieval town. At that point, the narrator exclaims: ‘Here’s good 

Polimartium!’ (Ecco bravo Polimartium!), using the town’s historical name 

attributed variously to the region’s Etruscan, Roman or early medieval 

inhabitants to situate Bomarzo in terms of Italy’s long and regionalized 

history. The film then leads the viewer through narrow cobbled streets, with 

men in flat caps leading donkeys, before passing down the town’s cliff- side 

to the Sacro Bosco below. At various points, the screen fills with a luminous 

rectangle of a street sign or a face of a large clock, while slow pans give a 

sense of topography and location. In contrast to Dalí’s surreal landscape of 

the unconscious, Antonioni explores Bomarzo’s historical fabric, its rhythms 

of life and sense of the past. 

Once inside the bosco, the camera moves through the site at ground level. 

Starting with the Tempietto, it descends the crumbled, broken steps that 

lead to the stone monsters below, their fragmented slabs cutting the screen 

into horizontal lines. Moving through the garden in this manner, the lens 

pans slowly across and around each of the statues, scans from top to bottom 

and shifts from close-up to wide view. In this way, it seems to follow the 

visitor’s earth-bound gaze, taking time to convey a sense of the size and 

materiality of each sculpture and especially their rough and tactile surfaces, 

in a manner that would later be employed by Carlo Ragghianti in his art 

historical ‘critofilms’.90 

Using the medium of cinematography, La villa dei mostri thus attempted 

to capture the genius loci of Bomarzo, but in a way different to other authors 

of the time.91 Praz, for example, described Bomarzo in poetic and evocative 



 

 

terms. The town, he wrote, was a ‘towered acropolis’, ‘suffused by the 

golden dust of the October sky, standing out against the faraway mantles 

that seem to be engraved with sweet sapphire’. The surrounding landscape 

had a ‘mild solemnity … that contrasts with those monstrous protuberances, 

those dreams and nightmares of the volcanic earth that are the monsters of 

the fort-like labyrinth’.92 Bacino, too, felt the tug of the surrounding 

topography, which he described as an ‘ancient landscape of stones and 

trees, gentle and strong, proud and gentle’.93 By contrast, in Antonioni’s 

documentary the regional landscape is rooted in mundane reality rather 

than romance, with a donkey chewing the grass by the colossal Elephant. 

While offering a comprehensive overview of the individual statues and 

the garden as a whole, Antonioni’s camera lingers over the broken 

monuments that litter the site, pausing on individual sculptural fragments 

(Figure 17). Such details provide the historian with invaluable information 

to assess the scope of  

 

figure 17. Screenshot from La Villa dei Mostri, written and directed by Michelangelo 

Antonioni, black and white, 9 minutes 39 seconds, French and German subtitles, 
FILMUS, 1950. 

subsequent restorations; but for contemporary viewers they were primarily 

a reminder of the site’s delapidation. There was poignancy in showing, in 

the aftermath of World War II, the broken head of a sculpted woman 

looking skyward, the toppled Orsini crest clutched by an overturned tufo 

bear, or fragments of inscriptions discarded on the ground as signs of the 

physical devastation that Italy had suffered. 

Many other Italian documentaries and newsreels from the same period 

focused on promoting the country’s rebuilding efforts. In shorts such as 

Italia d’Oggi (1952), Fabbricato in Italia and Italia allo specchio (both 1953), 

camera captures the construction of new railroads and factories with 

gleaming metal surfaces, while narrators boast that the country is ‘a story 

of healed scars’ in which ‘nobody remembers the difficulties of the post-

war period anymore’.94 Different in tone and tempo, La villa dei mostri, by 

contrast, is more aligned to the topographies of Neorealist film, in which 

directors undercut the triumphalist new Italy promoted by US-funded 

organizations. Instead, they focused on ‘the everyday and its detritus, the 

marginal and forgotten’ and the hardships of the post-war era by using on-

location shooting and choosing the regions that were left beyond the scope 

of the reconstruction efforts.95 In Roberto Rossellini’s Paisà (1946), for 

example, extended travel shots capture the war-torn and rubble-filled 

streets of Naples.96 In 1951, Italian film critic Luigi Chiarini spoke of 

Neorealism as a movement responding to the need to ‘reassert, in art, 

those human values which had been trampled and crushed underfoot’.97 

Antonella Sisto describes this cinema in terms of left-wing opposition to 

‘the propagandistic scopes of the [fascist] Regime’.98 This was very much 

how this style was identified at the time, as a move against Italy’s recent 

past, though more recent scholarship has highlighted continuities between 

the fascist and Neorealist film-making practices.99 

In line with these agendas, one inhabitant of the Sacro Bosco featured in 

Antonioni’s short is a farmer who works the land around the statues. White 

shirt tucked into loose dark trousers, sleeves rolled up to the elbows, this 

contadino journeys through the garden, hoe in hand, seemingly oblivious to 

the camera’s lens. Recalling the men shown at work in Gendels’ photographs, 

the presence of this local creates a very different impression of Bomarzo as 



 

 

compared to the 1948 newsreel with Dalí. Given the cinematic objectives of 

Neorealism, the inclusion of the farmer can be understood as a means of 

reclaiming and acknowledging the value of regional identities in the new 

reality of post-war Italy.100 The focus on the contadino’s agricultural tools and 

crops, moreover, presents the Sacro Bosco as a productive and fertile space, 

home to local Italians – an act of politically reclaiming this landscape from the 

elitist Surrealism of Dalí. 

Indeed, at one point, the film makes a direct reference to the 1948 

cinegiornale. In the closing 60 seconds, the sequence almost exactly 

replicates a scene in the newsreel, in which the painter-provocateur sits in 

the Mouth of Hell with a lit candle on one of the protruding stone teeth. 

When Antonioni turns his lens upon this structure, as the camera slowly 

zooms in on the gaping maw and the narrator explains that here Dalí ‘came 

to sit in the mouth of the dragon’, the viewer is led to think that the artist 

might emerge from the dark cave. Yet, at that very moment a figure appears 

and crouches by a small campfire (Figure 18).101 Is this Dalí? ‘Ah, no’, says the 

narrator, ‘it’s just a farmer, who burns his corn on the cob’.102 By replacing 

Dalí with a farmer in this scene – and particularly given the narrator’s direct 

reference to the artist – Antonioni unequivocally positions his documentary 

as a conscious critique of the earlier newsreel and its association of Bomarzo 

with the famous Surrealist painter. 
106  



 

 

figure 19. Herbert List, ‘Sacro Bosco – the Ogre in the garden of Pier Francesco Orsini, 



 

 

Bomarzo’, 1952. Black and white silver gelatin photograph. Herbert List Estate, 

Germany, Magnum Photos. 

Bomarzo. These photographs and Antonioni’s film reclaim the Sacro Bosco 

as intrinsically Italian, but with reference to its specifically regional 

character; hence, they do so in a manner very different from the national 

‘Italianness’ of the giardino all’italiana as articulated by Dami and Ojetti. 

It is interesting that Praz objected to such ‘genre’ photographs 

accompanying his 1949 article, one of which showed three children 

clambering over the Dragon, much like in Webel’s image from 1927 (see 

Figure 6). ‘I must also add that the photographs fail to give an adequate 

idea of Bomarzo’, he complained. ‘The photographer, as usual, gathers a 

group of country people to give a sense of scale, and the magic of the usual 

loneliness surrounding the place is destroyed’.107 Yet, though somewhat 

staged, the images that Praz disliked show how Bomarzo was encountered 

and engaged with the post-war realities of the Sacro Bosco. When List took 

his photographs, for example, he was using a Rolleiflex camera with a 

mechanical wind mechanism that made film-loading semi-automatic, 

allowing shots to be taken spontaneously and in fast succession. In some of 

his photographs, young shepherds streak across the frame as they run 

around the site, as if List was purposely documenting the activities of the 

locals. What Praz’s complaint, therefore, seems to anticipate is the 

emerging tension between the popular and scholarly framings of the Sacro 

Bosco. Praz wished to emphasize the horror, mystery and eccentricity of 

the site so different to the conventional idea of a historic garden. By 

contrast, the ‘genre’ photographs, along with Antonioni’s documentary, 

present it as accessible and steeped in the rhythms of local life. 

An anti-classical rebellion 

Antonioni’s film and List’s photographs take us to the moment when the 

site, which until then had been a municipal property, was sold to the Bettini 

family in 1954. A year later, a dedicated edition of the Quaderni 

dell’Instituto di Storia dell’Architettura was published by the architecture 

department of the University of Rome, offering the first multi-author 

scholarly study of the Sacro Bosco.108 From that point on, Bomarzo would 

prominently feature in art historical literature. 

The previous positioning of the Sacro Bosco as an outlier in the context 

of Italian garden history was due to the prevalence of the concept of the 

giardino all’italiana and the predominantly classical aesthetic promoted by 

Mussolini’s fascism. It is therefore significant that many Italian authors and 

filmmakers who became attracted to the Sacro Bosco in the post-war 

period approached it from a left-wing perspective, seeing it as a political 

alternative to the traditional narratives of Italian gardens and culture 

associated with the right. While the government led by the Christian 

Democratic Party, to which INCOM’s output was closely tied, was a 

decidedly centrist administration, it was also expressly distancing itself 

from the fascist-era politics. Its head, the Prime Minister Alcide De Gasperi, 

had acted as the secretary of the anti-Fascist group of the Italian People’s 

Party between 1924 and 1926 and was imprisoned under Mussolini for his 

political beliefs. 

Mario Praz is an exception here. Although part of the Italian academia, he 

kept his politics close throughout his career, returning, after a decade in 

England, to his teaching post at the University of Rome in 1934, during the 

heyday of Mussolini’s regime. Praz’s interest in what he saw as the eclectic, 

sensual and mystical elements of the Sacro Bosco and art more generally can 

be found throughout his writings, from his first publication on Romanticism 

to the collection of essays on Mannerism and the Baroque. Entitled Il giardino 

dei sensi, this study was published in 1974 and included a reprint of his 1949 

article on the Sacro Bosco. Piovene, Bacino and Antonioni, however, were all 

associated with the anti-fascist movement in Italy. 

Both the language and imagery used by these pioneers of Bomarzo studies, 

along with their political affiliations, continued to play into the academic 

discourse, which incorporated the popular newspaper articles, photographs 

and films produced after World War II. This is particularly evident in the 

discussion of Mannerism that snowballed from the mid-1950s through to the 



 

 

late 1960s, in the context of which the Sacro Bosco was placed. Earlier re-

evaluations of sixteenth-century art, such as Walter Friedlaender’s The Anti-

classical Style (1925), started to use the term ‘Mannerism’ to identify the 

stylistic period between the High Renaissance and the Baroque.109 After the 

war, these ideas were taken up and developed by writers with other 

methodological goals, but who – together with Piovene, Bacino and Antonioni 

– were largely reacting to the fascist scholarship sanctioned by Mussolini’s 

regime. 

In this context, the idea of Mannerism as an ‘anti-classical style’ became 

particularly potent and acquired new political implications. Between 1925 

and the end of World War II, the classical aesthetic of Roman art previously 

appropriated by the Renaissance became widely associated with political 

tyranny, having been co-opted by both Nazi Germany and fascist Italy. 

Already in 1936, the English art historian Herbert Read firmly stated that 

classicism ‘represents for us now, and has always represented, the forces of 

oppression … Wherever the blood of martyrs stains the ground, there you will 

find a Doric column’.110 There were thus strong political underpinnings to the 

emergence of Mannerism as an antithesis to classicism in the 1950s. Its 

appeal was largely due to how it offered an alternative reading of the 

Renaissance, different from the one favoured in previous decades. 

In Italy, a key champion of this conception of Mannerism was Eugenio 

Battisti, who described it as an ‘anti-classical rebellion’.111 Battisti was a 

student of Lionello Venturi, one of twelve university professors in Italy who 

had refused to take an oath of loyalty to Mussolini’s fascist government. 

There was certainly a politically conscious element to Battisti’s post-war focus 

on Mannerist art. In 1956, he celebrated Mannerism as having ‘freed us from 

the myth of the classical Renaissance’, his use of the word liberati in the mid- 

1950s still having strong connotations of anti-fascist resistance. He thus 

positioned the study of Mannerist art as a left-wing art historical agenda that 

opposed classical aesthetics openly favoured by the political right.112 Battisti’s 

work on Mannerism would ultimately culminate in the publication of 

L’antirinascimento in 1962, which, though not focused specifically on 

Mannerism as a concept, argued that the central characteristics that he 

associated with the term – its anti-classical, iconoclastic air, the preference 

for ‘the tumultuous, the indefinite, the protean, the psychologically 

aggressive’ – were central to sixteenth-century Italian art.113 Rather than 

defining Mannerism as a ‘style’ or period, Battisti stressed a freer mode of 

creativity running throughout Italian culture of the time, in which epochal 

barriers were blurred, the concepts of ‘classical’ or ‘Renaissance’ were broken 

down altogether, and the popular and folkloric, the mystical and alchemical 

elements were absorbed into the fine arts. In 1989, he described his emphasis 

on these aspects of Renaissance art previously left out of its discussion – 

calling it his efforts to ‘sanctify the witches’ – as ‘an act of social justice’.114 

The parallels between Bomarzo and Surrealism drawn from 1948 onwards 

also, somewhat paradoxically, entered the post-war discourse on Mannerist 

art.  

The concept of Mannerism as a ‘revolution’ marked by ‘an intentional and 

ostentatious deviation’ from the preceding period – to borrow the words of 

the Marxist scholar Arnold Hauser (1965), for whom Mannerism was a 

primarily a sixteenth-century style – aligned it with twentieth-century avant-

garde movements.115 Writing in 1962, the Italian scholar of comparative 

literature, Renato Poggioli – resident in the US from 1938 and a key member 

of the antifascist Mazzini Society – characterized the avant-garde as 

technical and formal experimentation: a sequence of ‘liquidations of 

technical forms’ marked by a spirit of adventure or activism and deviation 

from the artistic canon.116 Just as the avant-garde positioned itself as a 

radical departure from the perceived norm, so, too, scholars argued, did 

Mannerism. For Marxist scholars such as Hauser, it was ‘similar historical 

constellations’ that created this connection: both Modern Art and 

Mannerism were products of political and social periods marked by crisis 

and instability.117 

The natural sympathy that such writers and theorists felt for Mannerism 

found a strong affinity in Surrealism, which had previously been described 

by scholars as a movement bent on ‘liquidating classicism’.118 Even the 

Italian scholar Giuliano Briganti, who pushed against the idea that 

Mannerism was a break from the classical ideals, found that the way it 

changed ‘the forms of reality’ produced ‘results recalling those of modern 

Surrealism’.119 Like Surrealism, Mannerism was viewed by many in the 1950s 



 

 

as an international phenomenon, which, although originating in Europe, 

expressed aesthetic values shared across political and national borders.120 

This was certainly the case for Gustav Rene Hocke, a Belgian cultural 

historian resident in Rome, for whom the connections between Mannerism 

and twentieth-century avant-garde art were evidence of the collective 

unconscious that had existed for centuries across Europe – an interpretation 

that can be seen as part of the emphasis on European integration after 

World War II.121 

Authors whose focus on Bomarzo explicitly brought together Mannerism 

and Surrealism put these concepts in a deliberate interplay. In 1956, Battisti 

wrote that ‘modern Surrealism, moved by a similar poetic, has met with 

Mannerism on its game-like terrain’.122 A year later, Hocke, whom Battisti 

would cite as a major influence, stated that ‘certain paranoid giants by Dalí 

have their home in Bomarzo’, which he described as resembling ‘the visions 

of Max Ernst’.123 Just as Surrealism was about disorientation and ‘stupor’, 

Hocke argued, so too did the Sacro Bosco aim to ‘produce “perplexity”’.124 

In L’antirinascimento, Battisti described Bomarzo as a site created 

spontaneously, almost with Surrealist automatism. ‘The forest, dense with 

shadows’, he wrote, ‘with intricacies, with unconsciousness, seems to 

generate monstrous apparitions from within’, morphing the landscape – 

which, as we know, was still open and agricultural at the time of Battisti’s 

writing – into a dark forest that stood as a counterpoint to the legibility of 

classicism.125 

In this way, as in the case of the La Settimana INCOM newsreel, 

Surrealism allowed post-war scholars to arrive at a deeper appreciation of 

Mannerist art, just as it had previously led journalists, filmmakers and the 

public to the ‘rediscovery’ of Bomarzo. Battisti acknowledged this fact when 

he wrote that ‘only recently, thanks to more in-depth knowledge of modern 

art, sympathy for the Mannerists has turned into affection and 

understanding’.126  

Likewise, Hauser argued that without the avant-garde the spirit of 

Mannerism ‘would have remained basically unintelligible’.127 

The interpretation of Mannerist art that would dominate Anglo-

American scholarship in the next few decades, however, was that of John 

Shearman. In 1967, the year he was appointed Reader at the Courtauld 

Institute in London, he published his influential book Mannerism.128 

Approaching the concept from purely stylistic and iconographic angles, in 

which he situated Mannerism as a decidedly courtly phenomenon, 

Shearman rejected Battisti’s emphasis on the ‘anti-classical’ aspects of this 

style or any notion that it shared the ‘virtues peculiar to our time’. Such 

comparisons, Shearman argued, devalued the historical significance of 

Mannerism as an artistic period.129 In doing so, he sought to de- politicize 

the concept of Mannerist art and instead argued that ‘Mannerism should 

by tradition speak a silver-tongued language of articulate, if unnatural, 

beauty’ through highly artificial and extravagant forms, ‘not one of 

incoherence, menace and despair’.130 The Sacro Bosco, according to 

Shearman, became an expression merely of ‘artistic and literary 

escapism’.131 ‘The Bomarzo curiosities’, he wrote, ‘are only a freakish case 

of a general sixteenth-century tendency to focus the attention of the visitor 

to the garden upon the stunning set piece’.132 

Conclusion 

Shearman’s reading, which precluded the possibility of connecting the 
Sacro Bosco to the broader cultural and social trends of the late sixteenth 
century, continued to resonate through the later historiography, having a 
reductive impact on Mannerism studies. Works published throughout the 
1970s and 1980s, when not dismissive of Bomarzo by putting it under the 
rubric of Mannerism, focused almost exclusively on specific architectural 

and iconographic details or the patronage of Vicino Orsini. While these 
perspectives align with more general methodological trends in twentieth-
century art history, they at the same time continue to frame the Sacro 
Bosco as an expression of Shearman’s ‘stylish style’ or as an idiosyncratic 
creation of an eccentric individual. 
Bomarzo also remained an outlier within Italian garden history, where, 

despite Battisti’s efforts, the concept of the giardino all’italiana continued to 

dominate both popular and academic discourse into the twenty-first century. 

One thing, however, is certain. Omitted from the canon and overlooked by 

art and garden historians prior to the late 1940s, the Sacro Bosco was 



 

 

propelled into scholarly prominence by a distinct set of political and 

intellectual circumstances. In 1953, in an article entitled L’India nel Lazio, 

Piovene would write that the contemporary interest in this ‘garden (if this is 

a suitable name for the piece of land that we want to describe) can serve as 

a test of the change that occurred in our tastes’.133 These new agendas and 

interests sought an alternative to the histories of Renaissance art and Italian 

gardens that had dominated the previous decades, which would accord both 

with the new image of political and cultural openness and the liberated left-

wing art historical discourse in Italy. 

That the Sacro Bosco did not fit the framework of the giardino all’italiana, 

ironically, worked in its favour, even if the newspaper articles, newsreels and 

short films that we have examined clearly struggled to find the right language 

to describe and understand this site. The resulting image of Bomarzo served 

to test and expand the perceived boundaries of Italian Renaissance garden 

art to accommodate the notion of disorder and parallels with international 

avant-garde movements. It also pushed art historians to embrace its 

geographical specificity and regional character. Yet, at the same time, the 

Sacro Bosco became a poster site of consumerist Italy, a privately owned 

tourist attraction and a backdrop for fashion shots in glossy magazines such 

as La Donna and Harper’s Bazaar.134 It was even selected as one of the 

locations on the itinerary of the state visit to Italy by Britain’s Queen Mother 

in 1959, as captured on film for a newsreel by Mondo Libero.135 From relative 

obscurity, the garden culture of Italy. dance on this essay. 
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